
 

“The surest route to realizing a knockout, big-picture home theater is to install 

a separate projector and screen. Once you’ve experienced it, you’ll wonder 

how you were ever satisfied with a “tiny” flat-screen HDTV.” 

 

Price 

$2,049 (as tested) 

Plus  

Superb color and contrast with room lights out 

Lights-on viewing can be more satisfying than with a conventional screen  
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Minus  

Don’t expect miracles: Lights-out viewing still offers a superior picture 

The Verdict 

No screen can provide a projector’s best performance in normal room lighting, but the Screen 

Innovations Slate takes aim at this goal and, though not scoring a bull’s-eye, comes closer than 

most. 

The surest route to realizing a knockout, big-picture home theater is to install a separate projector 

and screen. Once you’ve experienced it, you’ll wonder how you were ever satisfied with a “tiny” 

flat-screen HDTV. 

Up until a few years ago, the biggest obstacle to realizing that ideal was the price of a good 

projector. Today, however, you can buy an excellent projector for under $3,000, and although 

that’s not chicken feed, it’s within the reach of many serious home theater enthusiasts. But what 

was once a secondary stumbling block is now front and center: the need for a fully darkened 

room to wring the best performance out of that projector. With most projection screens, there’s 

little choice, and this has kept home projection a niche market. 

Screens and Light  

Projection screens generally aren’t choosy. Any light that hits them can be reflected back at the 

viewer. When the light comes from the projector, that’s all well and good. But when it comes from 

other sources—whether artificial or from an uncovered window during the day—it washes out the 

picture, either subtly or enough to make viewing impossible. 

Efforts to minimize this problem began with rear projection, not only in the now archaic one-piece 

rear-projection sets but also with a separate projector positioned behind specially designed rear-

projection screen material. In the latter arrangement (a sort of DIY rear-projection set, though 



usually with a much larger screen), the projector can be mounted either on a stand designed for 

this purpose (with a mirror to allow for a shortened throw distance) or in an adjoining room, with 

the screen positioned in a hole in the wall between that projection room and the viewing space. 

One of the ways in which either type of rear projection can help minimize the effect of ambient 

light is to reject (as much as possible) light arriving at the screen from directions other than the 

projector’s. While this results in some sacrifice in brightness when the picture is viewed 

significantly off center, it soon dawned on the industry that such controlled directivity, often 

combined with a gray (rather than white) screen, could do the same light-rejection trick for front 

projection. Today, a leading player in this market—perhaps the leading player—is Screen 

Innovations. 

SI’s premier product is its Black Diamond screen, available in three different gains. But the Black 

Diamond is expensive compared with more conventional screens of the same size. Enter the 

Screen Innovations Slate. Medium gray in color, with a specified gain of 1.2, it’s available in many 

configurations—including fixed with a conventional frame (SI’s so-called Reference frame), 

motorized, Zero Edge (SI’s name for its near-frameless, non-retractable design), and curved fixed 

frame. You can also order a range of aspect ratios, including the most commonly used 16:9, 

2.35:1, or 2.40:1. The Slate isn’t available micro-perforated to pass audio from behind-the-screen 

speakers, however. The $2,049 price tag at the top of this review is for a non-curved, 16:9, 96-

inch-wide (110-inch-diagonal) Reference fixed-frame model. It was mounted on a stand that was 

provided for our temporary test setup. (The stand isn’t included in the price, as most fixed 

screens are wall-mounted.) In the same size, the Zero Edge will run you $2,698, and a motorized 

$3,899. In contrast, a similar size Black Diamond 1.4 Zero Edge costs $3,699, and a Black 

Diamond 1.4 motorized $8,000 (ulp!). 

We were offered a Zero Edge for this review, but that model is assembled at the factory and 

shipped in a “pizza box” big enough for a feast for the Jolly Green Giant and his family. Instead, 

we opted for the Reference fixed-frame model, which in addition to being cheaper than the Zero 

Edge, arrived in more manageable boxes. SI’s conventional fixed-frame screens are rather 



different from most other screens we’ve reviewed. They’re stretched onto the frame with small 

rubber bands, instead of the thumb-a busing clips that, for example, Stewart Filmscreen uses. 

But for many of you, who will lean on your dealer to handle the setup of any large screen (a smart 

idea, since screens are easily marred or otherwise damaged), this should be irrelevant. 

Performance 

I conducted the testing of the Slate screen at our video studio. One disadvantage of this space 

for such a test is that the studio’s walls, floor, and ceiling are all—by design—a very dark gray. 

This means that any light source undergoes minimum reflections, unlike the situation in most 

home environments. 

That said, I initially checked the light sensitivity of the screen with the studio’s banks of overhead 

fluorescents in various configurations of its four zones. It didn’t take long to determine that such 

lighting, with our 8-foot ceiling, produced a relatively satisfactory image only if the ceiling lights 

were at least 15 feet beyond the side of the screen. This suggests that the Slate won’t be happy 

working with extensive, bright overhead lighting, or with uncovered windows in the daytime. 

(Note, though, that both the Slate and SI’s Black Diamond screens come with a fully opaque back 

that could be used to block a window’s light with no bleedthrough, which could be helpful with 

placement of a motorized model.) 

Next I set up two table lamps, each with a 50- or 60-watt bulb and a brown shade, with one lamp 

on each side of the screen. As long as the lamps were roughly midway between the screen and 

the projector, and far enough off to the side so as not to fool the screen into treating them as part 

of the projector’s output, the result was satisfactory. Satisfactory, that is, in that bright images—

such as sports programs and animated films—were quite watchable. 

Live-action movies, however, were another matter. Bright scenes were effective, and though they 

weren’t quite the equal of the same scenes with the lights off, many viewers won’t notice the 

difference, or at least won’t be bothered by it. But dark scenes, at least with my JVC DLA-X55 test 



projector, were washed out in a way that everyone will notice (though viewers unfamiliar with 

how much better those scenes look in the dark may not care). Was the Slate superior in this 

respect to a conventional white screen with equivalent gain? Yes. When I held a sample of 

Stewart’s StudioTek 130 next to the Slate during a dark scene from Pompeii (a movie dominated 

by dark scenes), the SI screen easily won—though neither screen was close to being a contrast 

and black-level champ with such scenes and the lights on. (To be fair, the JVC we had on hand, 

while capable of delivering deep blacks, is hardly the brightest projector out there for testing a 

light-rejecting screen; SI would have preferred an Epson or other high-output model.) 

When I shut the lights off, the Slate turned into an excellent screen for all source material. Yes, its 

off-angle, light-rejecting characteristics (which give it the ability to tolerate at least some room 

lighting) resulted in a picture that was brighter on the near side (when you’re seated off center) 

than on the far side in comparison to a screen like the StudioTek (see Test Bench). But this effect 

was no worse than what I’ve seen on many gray screens over the years and is unlikely to be 

visible on most scenes to most viewers. In the dark, the Slate made full use of the detail, rich 

color saturation, and contrast available from the JVC. 
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Conclusions  

There is, as yet, no such thing as a front-projection screen that will provide the same 

performance in a well-lit room—in any possible way for all sorts of program material—as it will in 

a fully darkened room. That’s a fact of life in the projection business. If there is such a screen, we 

haven’t seen it. 

Consider the possible viewing environments of any home theater. There may be a wall of 

uncovered windows facing south at noon in July. Or a few table lamps. Or some overhead spot 

lamps aimed so they don’t strike the screen directly or produce significant room reflections that 

might strike the screen. Given that wide range of environments, only a test in your own room can 

tell you if a screen like the Slate will help in your situation. Just don’t expect to see the sort of 

bright, rich projected image often found in glossy shots of fully lit home theaters. (Yes, including 

the shots that accompany our reviews. These publicity photos have to show both a lit room and 

a projected image, and don’t reflect the real world.) 

Such a home test may be the only way to truly judge how you’ll like the results from such a 

screen in your own room under the sort of lighting most likely to be used for serious viewing. This 

will, of course, require either a very cooperative dealer who can set up the screen in your home 

for a yea or nay decision, or a large enough sample of the screen material to help you decide. 

Screens such as SI’s Black Diamond and Slate serve an important need. While most obsessive 

video perfectionists (yours truly included) will continue to use a projector in a fully darkened 

room, not every big-screen fan is prepared to make that compromise. At least, not every day.  

Specs 

Dimensions (WxH, Inches): 96 x 54 (16:9) 

Gain: 1.2 

Fixed frame Price: $2,049 (as tested; varies with size and configuration) 



Test Bench 

Except as noted, measurements were made in a darkened room, using CalMAN measurement 

software from SpectraCal, together with Photo Research PR-650 and Klein K-10A color meters, a 

Minolta LS-100 light meter, and the VideoForge pattern generator from AVFoundry. The video 

projector was a JVC DLA-X55. While the general conclusions should hold with other projectors, 

the actual numbers shown here apply directly to that projector and lamp only. 

Different screens will usually demand different color calibration settings on the same projector, 

and the Slate was no exception. The JVC projector used in the testing required gray-scale 

recalibration, but following that exercise, there was little to complain about in the Slate’s color 

performance. Post-calibration, its gray-scale Delta E did increase to 5.37 at 100% brightness, but 

it never exceeded 1.18 (90%) at any other point and averaged 1.06. (Delta E is a figure of merit 

indicating how close the result comes to the D65 color standard, with values under 3 to 4 

generally considered optimum.) 

With respect to on- and off-center uniformity and the effect of ambient light, the Slate’s 

measurements were compared with those made on a small sample of the Stewart Filmscreen 

StudioTek 130. (A full StudioTek 130 was available to us, but using it would have meant moving 

either the screen or the projector, thus introducing additional variables.) 

Measured from a center position directly behind the projector, the Slate was nearly as bright as 

the StudioTek, roughly confirming SI’s gain specification of 1.2. However, when the measurement 

was taken from a seating position approximately 30° to the side, at about the same distance 

(roughly equivalent to the outside seat on a very wide sofa positioned 11 to 12 feet from the 

screen), the center-screen brightness of the Slate dropped by 41%, while the brightness from the 

StudioTek sample dropped by only 18.4%. This was likely no accident, as it is this characteristic 

that makes the screen less sensitive to ambient light. And as noted in the review, this dropoff was 

generally not obvious on normal program material. You can see it if you look for it, but mostly on 

large swaths of white or pure color, such as a bright blue sky. 



With all room lighting turned off, and with a center-screen peak-brightness level of just over 16 

foot-lamberts, the black level from the JVC projector measured 0.0015 ft-L on the Slate—a typical 

reading from a home projector with state-of-the-art blacks. But with two lamps with their 50- and 

60-watt bulbs turned on and positioned as noted in the review (about 3 feet beyond the two sides 

of the screen and about halfway between the screen and the projector), the black level measured 

0.04 ft-L. In other words, the full-on/full-off contrast ratio dropped from 10,800:1 with the lights 

off to 405:1 with the lights on. The latter, of course, will vary widely depending on where the lights 

are located, but it’s unlikely to ever approach the lights-off value. As a comparison, with the 

StudioTek 130, the lights-on, full-on/full-off contrast ratio dropped to 265:1—definitely worse than 

on the Slate.—TJN 


